To Decorate Birthday Helmet Cake

Use Wilton Paste Food Colors in Golden Yellow, Last Green and Brown.

1. Tint 1/4 cup of icing brown for outlines of helmet, ear hole, chin guard, design.
2. Tint 1/2 cup white icing for helmet trim, chin guard and message.
3. Reserve 1/4 cup white icing for back, top, front of helmet and design.
4. Tint 1 cup brown icing for icing helmet (thin with 2 tablespoons corn syrup)

- Tube 3 white star
gold stars
- Tube 3 brown outlines
c for helmet, ear hole.
- Chin guard, design
- Helmet (one green
tube 3 gold star
top and
back of helmet
- Scarf green for icing helmet (thin with 2 tablespoons corn syrup)
Decorating Your
Football Helmet Cake

To make the Football Helmet Cake in the colors shown, you will need Wilton Paste Food Colors in Brown, Orange, and Pink. We suggest you color all the papers at the same time with the Paste Food Colors in Brown. Or you can use:

Orange:
- 1/4 cup icing orange for back of helmet, chin guard and eye
- Tint 1/4 cup icing orange for helmet outline, chin guard, ear hole, silhouette, and outline of helmet.
- Tint 1/4 cup icing orange for helmet outlines, chin guard, ear hole, silhouette, and outline of helmet.

Pink:
- 1/4 cup icing pink for face.

Tint 1/4 cup icing brown for face, chin guard.

Chartreuse:
- 1/4 cup icing chartreuse for helmet base.

Gold:
- 1/4 cup icing gold for helmet base.

To make the Football Helmet Cake in the colors shown, you will need Wilton Paste Food Colors in Brown, Orange, and Pink. We suggest you color all the papers at the same time with the Paste Food Colors in Brown. Or you can use:

Orange:
- 1/4 cup icing orange for back of helmet, chin guard and eye
- Tint 1/4 cup icing orange for helmet outline, chin guard, ear hole, silhouette, and outline of helmet.
- Tint 1/4 cup icing orange for helmet outline, chin guard, ear hole, silhouette, and outline of helmet.
To Decorate
Spring Mushroom Cake

Use Wilton Paste Food Colors in Sky Blue, Pink, Leaf Green, Brown and
Lemon Yellow.

Tint 1/4 cup icing pink for drop flowers.
Tint 1/4 cup icing blue for sky area.
Tint 1/4 cup icing green for grass, stems and leaves.

Mushroom cap
iced brown

Mushroom stem
brown

Tube 3 beige
towel shape

Tube rubber
towel shape

Tube 1 blue
flower petals

Tube 1 brown
glasses outlines

Tube 3 green
glasses outlines

Tube 67 green leaves

Tube 33 green grass

Tube 223 green grass

Tube yellow dot
flower petals

Tube 123 pink
drop flowers

Serving plate

To Decorate Cakes you will need:
Wilcox Decorating Bag and Coupler or parchment paper
Tubes 3, 16, 57, 129 and 233

3/4 cup buttercream icing

Recipe in this booklet. or 3

Cake mix or ingredients

Wilton Paste Food Colors: Sky Blue,
Lemon Yellow, Leaf Green, Pink,
Orange Golden Yellow and Brown

Complete Instructions
for Baking & Decorating

Football Helmet
Cake

PLEASE READ THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE YOU DECORATE
TO DECORATE Cakes you will need:
Wilcox Decorating Bag and
Coupler or parchment paper
Tubes 3, 16, 57, 129 and 233

1 cake mix or ingredients to
make your favorite layer cake

3/4 cup buttercream icing

Recipe in this booklet. or 3

Cake mix or ingredients

Wilton Paste Food Colors: Sky Blue,
Lemon Yellow, Leaf Green, Pink,
Orange Golden Yellow and Brown

Welcome Spring!